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ABSTRACT Electroporation uses electric pulses to promote delivery of DNA and drugs into cells. This study presents a model
of electroporation in a spherical cell exposed to an electric ﬁeld. Themodel determines transmembrane potential, number of pores,
anddistributionof pore radii as functionsof timeandpositionon thecell surface.For a1-ms, 40 kV/mpulse, electroporation consists
of three stages: charging of the cell membrane (0–0.51ms), creation of pores (0.51–1.43ms), and evolution of pore radii (1.43ms to
1 ms). This pulse creates ;341,000 pores, of which 97.8% are small (1 nm radius) and 2.2% are large. The average radius of
large pores is 22.8 6 18.7 nm, although some pores grow to 419 nm. The highest pore density occurs on the depolarized and
hyperpolarized poles but the largest pores are on the border of the electroporated regions of the cell. Despite their much smaller
number, large pores comprise 95.3% of the total pore area and contribute 66% to the increased cell conductance. For stronger
pulses, pore area and cell conductance increase, but these increases are due to the creation of small pores; the number and size of
large pores do not increase.
INTRODUCTION
Electroporation is a technique that uses electric pulses to
create transient pores in the cell membrane, which promote
the delivery of biologically active molecules into cells (1–4).
Despite great interest in this technique, its practical appli-
cations are hampered by the lack of a good understanding of
the processes taking place during electroporation. Of partic-
ular interest is the electroporation process occurring in an
isolated cell, since the vast majority of practical applications
involve either cell suspensions, tissues composed of cells
that are not connected by gap junctions, or, more recently,
single cells in microﬂuidic devices. Hence, numerous studies
use a variety of experimental techniques, such as uptake of
ﬂuorescent molecules (5,6), imaging of the cell’s transmem-
brane potential (7), or measuring cell’s impedance (8) to
provide insight into cell electroporation. Nevertheless, some
questions cannot be answered with available experimental
techniques. Thus, there is a need for supplementing exper-
imental knowledge with a theoretical model.
Currently, the models of electroporation fall into two
groups. The models from the ﬁrst group focus on reproduc-
ing the temporal process of creation and evolution of pores,
but the spatial distributions of the electric potential, pore
density, and other quantities are either ignored or represented
in a very simpliﬁed manner. Most of these models focus on a
uniformly polarized membrane patch, often represented by
an electrical circuit analog (9–13). In some studies, a pair of
such circuits is connected to represent the depolarized and
hyperpolarized regions of the cell membrane (14,15). It is
unclear to what extent the results from these models reﬂect
electroporation in an actual cell.
The models from the second group take the opposite
approach. They solve detailed boundary value problems to
determine the spatial distribution of the electric potential,
the ﬁeld, and in some cases, the transmembrane potential as
well. However, the temporal aspects of electroporation are in
these studies either very simpliﬁed or altogether absent. In
studying single cells, models in this group compute the
transmembrane potential (Vm) assuming intact membrane,
and use the magnitude of Vm to assess the extent of electro-
poration (16–19). Some researchers imitate electroporation
by increasing membrane conductance in the electroporated
regions. This approach allows them to reproduce the ex-
perimentally measured distribution of Vm (7,20), tissue
impedance (21), and uptake of small molecules (22), and to
study electroporation in multicellular systems with irregular
shapes (23). Such an increase in membrane conductance
indeed accompanies electroporation, but in these studies, the
increase was ﬁtted to the data rather than computed from a
model.
A few recent studies attempt to combine the two
approaches by incorporating the dynamics of electroporation
into detailed models of a single cell. A previous model from
our group (24), as well as recent work of Weaver’s group
(25,26), includes explicit creation of pores in the cell mem-
brane. However, these models assume that all pores have the
same size, which does not change with time. Thus, these
models do not reﬂect the growth or shrinkage of pores and
the resulting distribution of pore sizes. Both creation and
growth of pores are included in a spherical cell model of
Joshi et al. (27–29). The ﬁrst version of their model (27)
assumes incorrectly that the spatial distribution of Vm is
always cosinusoidal, which prevents it from reproducing the
ﬂattening of Vm in electroporated regions. This ﬂattening is a
deﬁning feature of electroporation in spatially extended sys-
tems: it has been observed in experiments (7) and it greatly
affects the growth of pores. The assumption of cosinusoidal
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Vm has been dropped in their later model (28), but to date,
their studies involved only very short pulses, up to a micro-
second in duration. Moreover, it appears that Joshi et al. never
used their models to examine spatial distributions of Vm, pore
density, or pore radii.
The study presented here builds on these earlier attempts
and develops a model of cell electroporation in which tem-
poral and spatial aspects are given equal importance, and
which can study electroporation on a timescale of millisec-
onds. Methods describes the main features of the model that
allow it to compute transmembrane potential, number of
pores, and the distribution of pore radii as functions of both
time and position on the cell surface. To do so without
prohibitive computational costs, our model relies on asymp-
totic approximations of the fundamental equations governing
creation and evolution of pores, which are developed in our
previous work (12,30,31). Results presents a detailed anal-
ysis of creation and evolution of pores in a spherical cell of
50-mm radius, exposed to a 40-kV/m electric ﬁeld for 1 ms.
This section also shows how the number and size of pores, as
well as their distribution on the cell surface, depend on the
strength of the electric pulse, and compares cell electropor-
ation with that of a membrane patch. Finally, Discussion
evaluates the predictions of the model in view of available
experimental evidence and illustrates how the insight from
the model can aid the interpretation of experiments.
MODEL
Mathematical description of electroporation in a
single cell
Electric potentials
This study considers a spherical cell of radius a immersed in
a conductive medium and exposed to an electric ﬁeld of
strength E. The intracellular and extracellular potentials, Fi
and Fe, are governed by Laplace’s equations,
=
2
Fi ¼ 0 ðinside cellÞ and =2Fe ¼ 0 ðoutside cellÞ: (1)
The external ﬁeld E is included as a condition on Fe,
Feðt; r; uÞ ¼ Er cos u as r/N; (2)
where r is the distance from the center of the cell and u is
the polar angle measured with respect to the direction of the
ﬁeld E. The current density is continuous across the cell
membrane,
nˆ  ðsi=FiÞ ¼ nˆ  ðse=FeÞ
¼ Cm@Vm
@t
1 glðVm  VrestÞ1 Ip; (3)
where nˆ is the outward unit vector normal to the membrane
surface, Vm(t, u) [ Fi(t, a, u) – Fe(t, a, u) is the trans-
membrane potential, and all parameters are deﬁned in Table
1. The right-hand side of Eq. 3 shows that the transmembrane
current density consists of the capacitive current, current
through protein channels, and current through electropores
Ip(t, u). This formulation includes two simpliﬁcations. First,
the membrane capacitance Cm is assumed constant, even
though it is expected to decrease as a result of pore creation
and growth. However, the change in Cm measured experi-
mentally was found to be ,2% (32), which justiﬁes this
simpliﬁcation. Second, the current through protein channels is
approximated by a constant leakage conductance gl. The
model can be easily extended by incorporating equations
describing the dynamics of this current (33–36). However, our
previous study (34) has found that the current through active
channels has only a second-order effect on the process of
electroporation.
In the context of a boundary value problem, the current
through electropores, Ip(t, u), is a continuous function of a
polar angle u. In actual simulations, cell surface is discretized
in u from 0 to p with the step of Du, so that each discrete
angle u represents a portion DA of the cell area. If DA
associated with a discrete angle u contains Ku pores, then the
total current through these pores is computed by adding
TABLE 1 Parameters of the cell electroporation model
Symbol Value Deﬁnition and source
a 50 mm Cell radius (44).
Cm 10
2 F m2 Surface capacitance of the
membrane (44).
gl 2 S m
2 Surface conductance of the
membrane (44).
si 0.455 S m
1 Intracellular conductivity (44).
se 5 S m
1 Extracellular conductivity (44).
s 2 S m1 Conductivity of the solution ﬁlling
the pore (13).
Vrest 0.08 V Rest potential (62).
h 5 3 109 m Membrane thickness (39).
a 1 3 109 m2 s1 Creation rate coefﬁcient (24).
Vep 0.258 V Characteristic voltage of
electroporation (24).
N0 1.5 3 10
9 m2 Equilibrium pore density
at Vm ¼ 0 (24).
r* 0.51 3 10
9 m Minimum radius of hydrophilic
pores (39).
rm 0.8 3 10
9 m Minimum energy radius at
Vm ¼ 0 (39).
q [ (rm/r*)
2 Constant in Eq. 7 for pore
creation rate (24).
D 5 3 1014 m2 s1 Diffusion coefﬁcient for pore
radius (11).
b 1.4 3 1019 J Steric repulsion energy (12).
g 1.8 3 1011 J m1 Edge energy (11,39).
s0 1 3 10
6 J m2 Tension of the bilayer without
pores (63).
s9 2 3 102 J m2 Tension of hydrocarbon-water
interface (64).
Fmax 0.70 3 10
9 N V2 Max electric force for Vm ¼ 1 V (31).
rh 0.97 3 10
9 m Constant in Eq. 10 for advection
velocity (31).
rt 0.31 3 10
9 m Constant in Eq. 10 for advection
velocity (31).
T 310 K Absolute temperature (37C).
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currents through all of them. Thus, the corresponding current
density is
Ipðt; uÞ ¼ +
K
u
j¼1
ipðruj ;VmÞ=DA; (4)
where ip is the current-voltage relationship of an individual
pore,
ipðr;VmÞ ¼ Vm
Rp1Ri
: (5)
Large pores cannot maintain the same voltage drop Vm
that develops across intact membrane. To account for the
decrease of the transpore voltage, Eq. 5 assumes that Vm
occurs across the pore resistance, Rp ¼ h/(psr2), and the
input resistance, Ri ¼ 1/(2sr), connected in series (37,38),
where h is the membrane thickness and s is the conductivity
of the solution ﬁlling the pore. Thus, Eq. 5 gives a nonlinear
relationship between the pore area and its conductance.
However, Eq. 5 does not account for the interaction of ions
with the pore walls, which has been represented by an energy
barrier (39,40) or steric hindrance of ions (38).
For t , 0, ﬁeld E ¼ 0 and the potentials have values
Fið0; r; uÞ ¼ Vrest ðinside cellÞ and
Feð0; r; uÞ ¼ 0 ðoutside cellÞ; (6)
i.e., the cell is initially at its rest potential Vrest. For t$ 0, E is
set to a nonzero constant and the potentials evolve in time
according to Eqs. 1–3, starting from the initial condition
given in Eq. 6.
Nucleation of pores
This study concentrates on the hydrophilic pores that are
ion-permeable and thus able to conduct current. The model
assumes that such pores appear with an initial radius r* at a
rate determined by an ordinary differential equation,
dN
dt
¼ aeðVm=VepÞ2 1 N
NeqðVmÞ
 
; (7)
where N(t, u) is the pore density and Neq is the equilibrium
pore density for a given voltage Vm:
NeqðVmÞ ¼ N0eqðVm=VepÞ
2
: (8)
All constants are deﬁned in Table 1. Equation 7 is solved
with the initial condition N(0, u) ¼ 0 (no pores). Further
details of the model of pore creation can be found in our
previous publications (12,24).
Note that Eq. 7 describes not only creation of pores but
also their resealing: after the pulse has created a certain
number of pores, the pore density N becomes larger than N0,
the equilibrium pore density for Vm ¼ 0. Hence, if the pulse
is turned off and Vm drops to zero, the right-hand side of Eq.
7 becomes negative and the pore density N starts decreasing.
Evolution of pore radii
The pores that are initially created with radius r* change size
to minimize the energy of the entire lipid bilayer. For a cell
with a total number of K pores, the rate of change of their
radii, rj, is determined by a set of ordinary differential
equations,
drj
dt
¼ Uðrj;Vm;seffÞ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;K; (9)
where U is the advection velocity given by
Uðr;Vm;seffÞ ¼ D
kT
V2mFmax
11 rh=ðr1 rtÞ1 4b
r
r
 41
r

 2pg1 2pseffrg in r$ r: (10)
Here, the ﬁrst term accounts for the electric force induced by
the local transmembrane potential Vm(t, u); the second, for
the steric repulsion of lipid heads; the third, for the line
tension acting on the pore perimeter; and the fourth, for the
surface tension of the cell membrane. All parameters are
deﬁned in Table 1. The ﬁrst term in Eq. 10, for the electric
force, applies to pores of arbitrary size with toroidal inner
surface (31). The last term contains the effective tension of
the membrane, seff, which is a function of Ap, the combined
area of all pores existing on the cell (30),
seffðApÞ ¼ 2s9 2s9 s0ð1 Ap=AÞ2
; (11)
where s0 is the tension of the membrane without pores, s9
is the energy per area of the hydrocarbon-water interface,
Ap ¼ +Kj¼1pr2j , and A is the surface area of the cell. This
study assumes that changes of cell area, volume, and shape
can be ignored for millisecond pulses considered here.
Numerical implementation
The numerical solution of the governing Eqs. 1–3, 6, 7, and
9 is based on our previous studies (13,24). Brieﬂy, the
spherical cell of radius a is immersed in a spherical shell of
extracellular ﬂuid of thickness 2a. Both intra- and extracel-
lular space are discretized using spherical coordinates; dis-
cretization steps are Du ¼ p/128 and Dr ¼ 3a/60. Equation
1 governing potentials Fi and Fe are transformed using the
ﬁnite difference method into a set of linear equations. The
external electric ﬁeld is imposed as a Dirichlet boundary
condition on the potentialFe along the outer boundary of the
extracellular shell (r ¼ 3a) consistent with Eq. 2. Continuity
of current across the membrane, given by Eq. 3, is imposed
treating the values of current through electropores, Ip
u, as
known. (For a discretized cell, superscripts are used to
distinguish membrane-related quantities that change with
the polar angle from quantities that apply to the whole cell,
which have no superscripts; see next subsection.) The re-
sulting set of equations is solved at each time step, yielding
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potentials Fi and Fe. The transmembrane potential Vm
u is
computed by subtracting the value of Fe, taken at a node
adjacent to the membrane, from the value of Fi on the oppo-
site side of the membrane.
Next, for each discrete angle u on the membrane, new
values of the number of pores and their radii are computed.
To speed up computations, the model keeps track of two
distinct populations of pores. Small pores, whose radii con-
gregate near the minimum-energy radius of ;1 nm, are
accounted for by the local pore density Nu. All pores in this
population are assumed to have the same radius rmin
u , which
evolves according to Eq. 9 with rj replaced by rmin
u . Large
pores, whose radii are larger than rmin
u , are represented
individually: the radius of each pore evolves according to Eq.
9. The exchange of pores between these two populations
proceeds as follows. Pores created according to Eq. 7 are all
initially treated as large. Pores remain in the large pore
population throughout the initial stage of creation and rapid
expansion of pores. Afterward, pore growth slows down and
eventually some pores start to shrink. If any large pore
shrinks to within 1 pm of rmin
u , it is absorbed into the small
pore population, thereby increasing Nu and decreasing the
local number of large pores, Klg
u . To make sure that the
absorption of pores does not introduce artifacts, key sim-
ulations were repeated without pore absorption.
Equations 7 and 9 are solved using the midpoint implicit
method. The updated vectors Vm
u, Nu, Klg
u, rmin
u and rj
u, j ¼
1, . . .Klg
u are used to compute the current through pores Ip
u
and the effective membrane tension seff. The vector Ip
u will
be used in the next time step to determine Fi and Fe.
Three features of implementation aim at increasing com-
putational efﬁciency. First, to limit the number of pore radii
that need to be updated by solving Eqs. 9, pores created at the
same time-step are treated as a group rather than individu-
ally. Second, having two distinct populations of small and
large pores further limits the number of independently-
evolving pore radii. For example, a 40 kV/m ﬁeld creates
341,000 pores. All pores belong to the large pore population
for only ;2.5 ms; by 100 ms, all but 16,000 pores have been
absorbed into the small pore population. Finally, the solution
uses adaptive time-stepping. Initially, Dt ¼ 1.5 ns is used to
resolve very fast transients associated with the creation of
pores. Once pore creation ends and the dependent variables
change less rapidly, Dt is gradually increased to 0.1 ms. The
above initial and ﬁnal Dt yield mean errors in voltage and
maximum pore radius ,0.1%, and in pore density, below
4%. The simulation of a 1-ms, 40 kV/m pulse takes ;5 min
(model implemented in C and running on a 3.4 GHz Pentium
4 processor under CentOS 4.0).
Pore statistics
At a position speciﬁed by a polar angle u, the electroporation
process is characterized by the local quantities in Table 2. All
these quantities have superscripts indicating their depen-
dence on the polar angle. Five locations on the cell mem-
brane are of particular interest (Fig. 1): the depolarized pole
(D), hyperpolarized pole (H), equator (E), and borders
between electroporated and nonelectroporating regions (Db
and Hb). Thus, the general superscript u may be replaced by
D, H, etc., indicating the speciﬁc location.
In the entire cell, the electroporation process is character-
ized by the quantities in Table 3. These quantities do not
FIGURE 1 Schematic of a spherical cell considered in this study.
Locations of particular interest are indicated by labels: D (H), depolarized
(hyperpolarized) pole, Db (Hb), border between electroporated and non-
electroporated region in the depolarized (hyperpolarized) part of the cell, E,
cell equator. An arrow indicates the direction of the electric ﬁeld E, polar
angle u measures the position along the cell circumference.
TABLE 2 Local characteristics of electroporation
Vum Transmembrane potential.
Ku (Kusm, K
u
lg) Number of all (small, large) pores within DA
surface area associated with one node.
Nu Density of small pores (Ksm
u ¼ Nu DA).
Gu (Gusm, G
u
lg) Surface conductance of the membrane (in S/m
2)
due to all (small, large) pores.
Fu (Fusm, F
u
lg) Fractional pore area due to all (small, large)
pores, e.g., Fu ¼ +Ku
j¼1 pr
2
j =DA.
rumax Maximum local radius.
ru Average radius of large pores.
TABLE 3 Characteristics of electroporation in the entire cell
K (Ksm, Klg) Number of all (small, large) pores.
G (Gsm, Glg) Conductance of the cell (in S) due to all
(small, large) pores, e.g., G ¼ +128
j¼1 G
u DA.
F (Fsm, Flg) Fractional pore area due to all (small, large)
pores, e.g., F ¼ +K
j¼1 pr
2
j =A.
rmax Maximum radius anywhere on the cell.
r Average radius of large pores.
ud (uh) Polar angle of the border between electroporated
and intact membrane on the depolarized
(hyperpolarized) hemisphere.
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have any superscripts, which indicates that they apply to the
entire cell.
RESULTS
Creation and time evolution of pores
Consider a 50-mm cell exposed to a 40 kV/m electric ﬁeld for
1 ms. As seen in Fig. 2, the electroporation process can be
divided into three distinct stages: charging, pore nucleation,
and pore evolution (dotted vertical lines separate the stages).
The charging stage starts with the application of the elec-
tric ﬁeld and ends with the formation of the ﬁrst pore
anywhere on the cell membrane. Since the membrane does
not yet contain any pores, current Ip in Eq. 3 is zero and the
membrane charges like a parallel resistance and capacitance.
This passive charging can be seen during the ﬁrst 0.51 ms in
Fig. 2 A, when transmembrane potential increases in mag-
nitude from its initial value of Vrest ¼ 0.08 V according to
the formula
V
u
m ¼ 1:5Ea cos uð1 et=tÞ1Vrest;
where t ¼ aCm 1
si
1
1
2se
 
: (12)
The charging phase ends at 0.51 ms, when the ﬁrst pore is
created. As expected, this pore appears on the hyperpolarized
pole (H) of the cell: during charging, VHm has larger mag-
nitude than VDm because of the negative Vrest.
Pore nucleation at a speciﬁc angle u starts when its trans-
membrane potential exceeds a threshold value of ;1 V.
There is no sharp threshold for electroporation: as expected
from Eq. 7, any Vm . 0 will create pores but weak pulses
may require a very long time (41). Experiments typically use
pulses up to milliseconds in duration, and electroporation is
identiﬁed either by the uptake of small molecules (5,6) or by
the decrease in Vm during the pulse (42–44). Using the latter
criterion and assuming that a 5% decrease is experimentally
detectable, the model’s parameter Vep was chosen so that Vm
, 1 V will be considered subthreshold.
Locations where Vm
u exceeds threshold experience a
dramatic increase in the pore creation rate (Eq. 7), and
hence the number of pores increases. These pores add
additional pathways for current to cross the membrane, and
thus increase its local conductance Gu. In consequence, Vm
u
no longer follows the charging transient that would be
observed in a cell with a passive membrane (Eq. 12). As seen
in Fig. 2 A, the magnitude of Vm
u peaks and then decreases.
Since different locations on the cell membrane reach
threshold at different times, the timing and the degree of Vm
u
decrease depend on the position. As seen in Fig. 2 B, polar
regions, D and H, begin the formation of pores the earliest, at
0.65 and 0.51 ms, and they accumulate 8.93 103 and 10.13
103 pores, respectively (the corresponding pore densities are
3.63 3 1013 and 4.11 3 1013 pores/m2). Consequently, D
and H experience the largest decrease in the magnitude of
Vm
u: by the end of the pulse, VDm (V
H
m) discharges from a peak
value of 1.34 V (1.35 V) to 0.38 V (0.36 V). In contrast,
border locations, Db and Hb, contain only one pore each
(pore density of 4.073 109 pores/m2), which were created at
1.5 ms at Hb, and as late as 0.32 ms at Db. These locations
still see a considerable drop in voltage magnitude, from just
above 61 V to 0.65 V (0.59 V) at Db (Hb). Interestingly,
VDbm starts decreasing at 1.5 ms, even though the pore does
not form at this location until much later. This example
demonstrates that Vm
u is strongly inﬂuenced by the state of the
membrane in the adjacent regions and thus it decreases even
in the regions of the cell membrane that are not electro-
porated.
The pore nucleation stage is assumed completed when the
relative increase in the total number of pores per time step
FIGURE 2 Time evolution of electropora-
tion in a cell. (A) Transmembrane potential Vm
u
at the locations indicated by labels. (B) Number
of all pores Ku at locations D, H, and Hb. There
is only one pore at Hb, no pores at Db or E. K
u
of 104 corresponds to a pore density of 4.07 3
1013 pores/m2. (C) Radii rDj of 12 selected
pores at the depolarized pole. (D) Maximum
radii rmax
u at locations indicated by labels. The
pore at locationDb was created at 0.32 ms. Note
the different timescales in panels A and B
versus C and D. Dotted vertical lines in panels
A and B indicate the start and the end of the
pore nucleation stage.
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drops below 106. According to this deﬁnition, in the
example of Fig. 2, nucleation ends at 1.43 ms. Even though a
few pores may be created after this time (such as at the border
regions Db and Hb), the vast majority of pores are created
within the time interval indicated by the dotted vertical lines
in Fig. 2.
Pore evolution is a considerably slower process than either
pore nucleation or changes in Vm
u. Pores start growing
immediately after they are created but their radii are no more
than 5 nm by the end of the nucleation phase. Most of the
pore evolution occurs after the creation of new pores has
ceased and even after Vm
u has leveled off, both of which
happen within microseconds. In contrast, some pore radii
will not reach steady state during the ﬁrst millisecond of the
40 kV/m pulse (Fig. 2, C and D) and will continue to evolve,
although subsequent changes will be relatively small. Since
Vm
u no longer changes, this adjustment of pore radii is driven
by the last two terms of the advection velocity (Eq. 10): the
line energy of pore perimeters and the effective tension of the
membrane. The latter factor is especially signiﬁcant: as pores
grow, they relieve membrane tension, so the effective mem-
brane tension seff decreases (Eq. 11). Because seff couples
all pores on the cell, pores evolve to minimize not their
individual energies but the energy of the entire membrane
(30).
The minimization of the membrane energy is the driving
factor behind the division of all pores into two populations.
As illustrated in Fig. 2 C for the depolarized pole, all pores
initially grow but soon smaller pores start shrinking and
eventually assume a radius of;1 nm (membrane energy has
a local minimum here). These form the population of
‘‘small’’ pores. Small pores are subject to resealing (Eq. 7).
In experiments, resealing time is highly variable (39,45) but
considerably longer than a 1-ms pulse considered here. In the
model, the resealing time is on the order of seconds (with
parameters of Table 1), so the small pores do not disappear
during the pulse.
The remaining pores adjust their radii to a range of 15–25
nm, forming a population of ‘‘large’’ pores. Their radii are
determined primarily by the local number of pores and local
Vm
u, with some impact from the number of pores on the entire
cell. Thus, pore sizes vary with the position on the cell. Fig. 2
D shows the radii of the largest pore at locations D, H, Db,
and Hb (there are no pores at E). This ﬁgure illustrates the
differences in both pore sizes and their rates of change be-
tween the polar and border regions of the cell.
Spatial distribution of transmembrane
potential and pores
Voltage
Fig. 3 A shows how the transmembrane potential Vm changes
along the cell circumference. Up to 0.51 ms, Vm maintains a
cosinusoidal proﬁle predicted by Eq. 12. By 1.43 ms, large
dips develop in the Vm proﬁle at the two polar regions of the
cell. These dips are the direct consequence of the creation of
pores in these regions. Because at this time all pores are still
small and fairly uniform in size (dashed line in Fig. 3 C), the
depth of the dips is related to the number of pores created at
any particular location (heavy line in Fig. 3 B). This relation
breaks down as pore radii evolve, and by 1 ms, Vm
u becomes
nearly ﬂat in the electroporated regions of the cell. The
magnitude of Vm
u is larger near the border of the electro-
porated region, in which fewer pores provide fewer pathways
for the transmembrane current.
At 1 ms, transmembrane potential is at its steady state.
Note that the nonelectroporated regions of the cell have Vm
u
magnitude considerably lower than they would in absence of
FIGURE 3 Spatial distribution of elec-
troporation in a cell. (A) Transmembrane
potential Vm
u at times indicated in the
legend. The dotted line is the steady-state
potential that would have been achieved
without electroporation. The times 0.51 and
1.43 ms are the start and the end of the pore
nucleation stage. (B) Number of all pores
Ku and number of large pores Klg
u at 1 ms.
Note the 10-fold difference in scales for Ku
and Klg
u . (C) Maximum radius rmax
u at the
end of the nucleation stage (1.43 ms) and at
1 ms. (D) Membrane conductance Gu at the
times indicated in the legend. In panels
A–D, solid circles on the 1-ms plots indicate
locations D, Db, E, Hb, and H (left to right).
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electroporation (dotted line). It conﬁrms that electroporation
lowers the magnitude of Vm
u not only locally in the regions
where the pores are created but also throughout the entire cell.
Pores
Fig. 3 B shows the total number of pores Ku as a function of
position on the cell surface. It conﬁrms that the decrease in
Vm
u seen in Fig. 3 A is a direct reaction to the creation of
pores. There are no pores in the regions around the equator,
0.95 , u , 2.17 rad (54 , u , 124), in which Vmu has
never reached the electroporation threshold.
Of all existing pores, only a small fraction belong to the
large pore population, as illustrated by the thin line in Fig. 3
B (in interpreting this ﬁgure, note that the scale for large
pores is 10 times larger than the scale for the small pores). Klg
u
increases as one moves toward the border of the electro-
porated region: since fewer pores were created there, nearly
all of them grow to compensate for their smaller number. As
illustrated in Fig. 3 C, which shows the maximum pore radii,
rmax
u , at each location, some border-zone pores grow to very
large sizes and exceed 300 nm. In contrast, the largest pores
in the polar regions of the cell, where Vm
u is ﬂat, have radii of
;23 nm (except near the hyperpolarized pole).
Membrane conductance
The interplay of the pore number and their sizes produces
interesting changes in the conductance of the cell membrane
(Fig. 3 D). The surface conductance Gu has the largest value
early in the electroporating process. For example, at 1.43 ms,
when the pores have already been created but are still
relatively small, GD is 8.6 3 104 S/m2. A visible increase in
Gu is limited to the regions where a signiﬁcant number of
pores are created, i.e., closer to the poles and not in the
border zone. As the pore radii evolve in time, the Gu distri-
bution decreases in magnitude and broadens. By 1 ms, GD
has dropped to 5.8 3 104 S/m2 and GDb has increased from
zero to 0.68 3 104 S/m2.
Distribution of pore radii
As seen in Fig. 2 C, pores divide themselves into two distinct
populations: small pores, with radii close to 1 nm, and large
pores, with radii well above 1 nm. Small pores greatly
outnumber the large ones (see Fig. 4 for speciﬁc numbers).
At 1 ms, 97.8% of all pores on a cell are small, and the
remaining 2.2% are large. Despite their much greater
number, small pores comprise only 4.7% of the total pore
area and they contribute 34% to the increased conductance of
the cell. In polar regions D and H, small pores play a larger
role: 99% of pores at pole D are small, they comprise 19.5%
of the local pore area, and account for over half (57.5%) of
membrane conductance.
The evolution of radii within the large pore population is
illustrated in Fig. 4. At pole D, the number of large pores,
KDlg, decreases with time while the distribution of pore radii
moves toward larger values, reaching 19.4 6 3.4 nm (mean
and standard deviation) at 1 ms, with 90 large pores. The
behavior of large pores depends on their location on the cell.
In the polar regions, where Vm
u is ﬂat, pores behave similarly
to the pores at the D pole: some shrink and become small,
while others continue to grow. Pores from the border zones
grow more vigorously to compensate for their much smaller
number and reach radii up to 419 nm. However, at 1 ms only
FIGURE 4 Distribution of pore radii at 30 ms,
100 ms, and 1 ms. (A) Pores at the depolarized pole
D. (B) Pores on the entire cell. Only large pores are
included in the distributions and their number Klg is
given on each panel. The total number of pores, K,
is reported in the upper panels. Two lower panels of
panel B cover only part of the range of pore radii;
maximum radii rmax are reported in each panel. The
bin width ¼ 2 nm.
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91 pores (out of 7600 large pores) have radii above 100 nm.
The average radius over all large pores is 22.8 6 18.7 nm.
Postpulse transient
The electric pulse is terminated at 1 ms. Immediately, the cell
membrane starts discharging and 2 ms later, Vm
u drops to
nearly zero. At 0.5 ms after the pulse, the cell is slightly
hyperpolarized, with Vm
u varying from 40 mV at the poles
to 105 mV on the equator. In response to the drop in Vmu,
pores start shrinking rapidly. Fig. 5 A shows the postpulse
evolution of pore radii at location D (it is the continuation of
pore evolution shown in Fig. 2 C). The large pore population
disappears when all large pores have become so small that
they are absorbed into the small pore population. This
process lasts 15–20 ms, depending on the initial sizes of
pores at a given position. This fast shrinkage should not be
confused with resealing, which proceeds with a time constant
of seconds. Thus, at 0.5 ms after the pulse, all pores are still
present but their radii have shrunk to 0.8 nm (local energy
minimum for Vm ¼ 0).
As a result of pore shrinkage, the fractional pore area
decreases over 20-fold, from 0.069% to 0.003% of the cell
membrane area. Likewise, membrane conductance decreases:
e.g., GD drops from 5.8 3 104 to 2.4 3 104 S/m2. Fig. 5 B
shows the distributions of G at the end of a 1-ms pulse and
0.5 ms after its termination. These two distributions differ in
both magnitude and shape. In particular, the shape of the
postpulse distribution directly reﬂects the local number of
pores (seen in Fig. 3 B) since the differences in pore radii no
longer exist.
Effects of a nonzero resting potential
The model assumes that a cell is initially at rest, with Vm
u ¼
Vrest ¼ 0.08 V. As a result, the hyperpolarized half of the
cell has a head start over the depolarized half as they charge
toward the threshold. There are several consequences of this
asymmetry.
First, pores in the hyperpolarized half of the cell are
created earlier than they are in the depolarized half: the ﬁrst
pore is created at 0.51 ms at location H and at 0.65 ms at D
(Fig. 2 B). Vm
u has a larger peak at H (1.35 V) than at D
(1.34 V), which leads to 12% more pores (Fig. 2 B). This
difference in the number of pores results in signiﬁcant
differences in pore evolution (Fig. 2 D) and eventually leads
to the asymmetry in pore distribution.
At 1 ms, the region next to pole H has more pores but
fewer of them are large pores: KHlg ¼ 11 and KDlg ¼ 90. The 11
pores at H grow to larger radii (rH ¼ 62:66 0:2 nm and
rD ¼ 19:46 3:4 nm) but this growth does not quite compen-
sate for their smaller number. Membrane conductance Gu is
smaller on the hyperpolarized half of the cell, except very
close to the border zone (Fig. 6 B). The transmembrane
potential Vm
u is quite similar in both hemispheres (Fig. 6 A).
Small differences in Vm
u reﬂect the differences in conduc-
tance Gu, with Vm
u having larger magnitude wherever Gu is
smaller.
Although not apparent in Fig. 6 A because of the scale, the
cell equator E is slightly depolarized. Fig. 7 shows time
evolution of VEm in more detail. Starting from the rest
potential at 0.08 V, VEm reaches a peak of 0.039 V at 5.6 ms
and then discharges monotonically to 0.021 V at 1 ms. This
depolarized value at the equator results from the asymmetry
FIGURE 5 Postpulse evolution of the
pores in a cell. The electric ﬁeld has been
turned off at 1 ms. (A) Radii rDj of 12 selected
pores (seven large and ﬁve small) at the de-
polarized pole D. This panel is a continuation
of Fig. 2 C. (B) Membrane conductance Gu at
the end of the pulse (1 ms, thin line) and after
the pulse (1.5 ms, thick line). Solid circles on
the 1.5-ms plots indicate locations D, Db, E,
Hb, and H (left to right).
FIGURE 6 Asymmetry of the electropora-
tion process. (A) Transmembrane potential
over the depolarized and hyperpolarized
hemispheres (overlaid). (B) Membrane con-
ductance,Gu, over the depolarized and hyper-
polarized hemispheres (overlaid). In both
panels, solid circles indicate the position of
the pole D and the border Db; open circles
indicate the pole H and the border Hb.
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in membrane conductance, speciﬁcally from GHb being
higher than GDb . Postpulse, VEm quickly drops to a very small
hyperpolarized value of 105 mV.
Effects of pulse strength
The pore distribution depends on the strength of the electric
ﬁeld E applied to the cell, and the model is used to explore
this dependence. Fig. 8 illustrates the effect of ﬁeld strength
on the number of pores, their average radius, the area of
pores, cell conductance, and the extent of electroporation.
The ﬁeld E ranged from 13 kV/m (close to threshold) to
100 kV/m, and all data were collected at the end of a 1-ms
pulse.
As expected, the number of pores increases with the pulse
strength but, except for very weak pulses, this increase is due
to the creation of small pores. In Fig. 8 A, curves representing
all pores and small pores overlap and large pores appear to be
a negligible fraction of all pores. As seen on the expanded
vertical axis in Fig. 8 B, the number of large pores Klg
initially increases but for E above 40 kV/m, Klg slightly
decreases and then levels off at ;7000 pores. Likewise, the
average radius of large pores, r, essentially levels off as the
pulse strength increases: for E above 20 kV/m, r stays
between 20 and 25 nm (Fig. 8 C). Despite their limited
number and size, large pores continue to contribute signif-
icantly to the fractional pore area F (Fig. 8 D) and to the in-
crease in cell conductance G (Fig. 8 E). For pulses 20 kV/m
and below, essentially all increase of F and G is due to large
pores. However, as the pulse strength increases, the contri-
bution of small pores increases, especially to G. At E ¼ 100
kV/m, 81% of cell conductance is due to small pores.
Fig. 8 F shows the extent of electroporation, measured as
the polar angle of the border nodes between electroporated
and intact regions (ud and uh). Small ﬂuctuations seen in the
curves result from the discretization of the cell’s circumfer-
ence. The ﬁgure shows that the extent of electroporation is
very similar in both hemispheres. There is some asymmetry
that results from the negative rest potential: for E $ 20 kV/
m, uh is larger; for weaker pulses, ud exceeds uh. The extent
of electroporation grows with the pulse strength but at an
increasingly slower rate.
Single cell versus membrane electroporation
In the past, several studies investigated electroporation in a
uniformly polarized membrane patch, viewing it as a repre-
sentation of a depolarized or hyperpolarized polar region of a
single cell (13,15,23). Thus, the question arises to what
extent electroporation of the membrane resembles electro-
poration of a single cell. Having previously developed a
FIGURE 7 Transmembrane potential VEm at the equator of the cell. The
dashed line indicates Vm ¼ 0.
FIGURE 8 Dependence of cell elec-
troporation on ﬁeld strength. All results
were collected at the end of a 1-ms
pulse and apply to the whole cell. (A)
Number of all pores (K) and number of
small (Ksm) and large (Klg) pores. The
lines corresponding to K and Ksm
overlap. (B) Number of pores in large
pore population shown on an expanded
vertical scale. (C) Average radius (r) of
the large pore population. The vertical
bars indicate standard deviation. For
clarity, the range of the ﬁeld strengths
was truncated to 50 kV/m; r continues
at the same level beyond 50 kV/m. (D)
Total area of pores reported as a frac-
tion of the cell surface area. (E) Total
conductance of the cell membrane. (F)
Extent of electroporation in the cell
measured by the polar radii ud and uh.
To facilitate comparison with ud, the
ﬁgure plots p–uh. The lines labeled
an-dep and an-hyp show the extent of
electroporation estimated from Eq. 12 for the depolarized and hyperpolarized hemisphere, respectively. The legend in panel A applies also to panels B, D, and
E. Dotted vertical line indicates the electric ﬁeld of 40 kV/m, i.e., the default ﬁeld-strength used throughout this article.
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model of electroporating membrane (13), we have the tools
to address this question. We have adjusted parameters of our
membrane model to correspond to those of the cell and ran
simulations for the range of pulse strengths corresponding to
those in Fig. 8. The results indicate that electroporation in a
membrane patch indeed closely resembles electroporation at
the polar regions: the number of pores and their area agree
within an order of magnitude. Number of pores grows with
the pulse strength but in both cases, this growth is due to
small pores. The average radius of large pores decreases with
the pulse strength and levels off at 20–25 nm. Above 45 kV/m
in the cell (3.75 V in the membrane), large pores disappear
altogether and only small pores are being created.
However, neither polar regions nor the membrane patch
reﬂects electroporation in the cell as a whole. In a patch, the
number of large pores decreases to zero as pulse strength
increases but in the cell, it levels off (Fig. 8 B). Finally, in a
patch the large pore population becomes increasingly more
compact for stronger pulses so that all large pores have
essentially the same radius (13). This accumulation of pore
radii also occurs at any single position on a cell. However,
over the entire cell, we observe large dispersion of pore sizes,
owing to local differences in the transmembrane potential
and the number of pores (Fig. 4, A–C). This comparison
demonstrates that the spatial interactions have nontrivial
effects on the process of cell electroporation, and that the
behavior of a membrane patch differs in a substantial way
from that of the entire cell.
DISCUSSION
The model presented here allows us to study both temporal
and spatial aspects of cell electroporation without prohibitive
computational costs. This section evaluates how well the
results of the model match experiments.
In evaluation of the model, one needs to keep in mind that
this study cannot even attempt to reproduce quantitatively
the results of any particular experiment: it is not possible to
ﬁnd in the literature all parameters required by the model for
a single cell type. Some parameters have been chosen to
match the study of Hibino et al. (44), who used potentio-
metric dyes to visualize the evolution of transmembrane
potential during electroporation of sea urchin eggs. That
study provided us with values of the cell radius, intracellular
and extracellular conductivity, membrane conductance, and
threshold for electroporation. Other parameters listed in Table
1 came from other sources, many of them from experiments
on artiﬁcial lipid bilayers. Thus, differences between the re-
sults of experiments and our model are to be expected.
Voltage
The most detailed information on the electroporation process
in a cell came from measurements of Vm
u using voltage-
sensitive ﬂuorescent dyes obtained by Hibino et al. (44).
Observation of changes in ﬂuorescence over the cell circum-
ference as electroporation progresses provided us with the
spatial distribution of Vm
u and the timescale of its evolution.
The model reproduces quite well the transmembrane poten-
tial Vm
u measured in this study. Just like as seen in the
experiment, in the model Vm
u evolves on the timescale of
microseconds, with the Vm
u magnitude exhibiting the sat-
uration characteristic of electroporation. The spatial distri-
bution of Vm
u is also similar: Vm
u in the polar regions of the cell
settles at a uniform value of ;60.42 V and has a larger
magnitude near the border of the electroporated region. In
both the model and the experiment, pore formation occurs
ﬁrst at the hyperpolarized pole owing to the negative rest
potential.
In the experiment of Hibino et al. (44), the values of Vm
u in
the depolarized hemisphere, and also to a smaller degree in
the hyperpolarized one, decrease in magnitude during the
entire 1-ms pulse. In consequence, the cell potential exhibits
a slow, depolarizing drift. No such drift is seen in the model:
after the ﬁrst 3 ms, Vm
u at the two poles changes very little
(Fig. 2 A). The possible origin of this drift and its con-
sequences on the assessment of the membrane conductance
are discussed below.
Number and spatial distribution of pores
It is usually assumed that most pores are created at the poles
of the cell and that the number of pores decreases to zero near
the equator. The model conﬁrms this assumption (Fig. 3 B),
and supplies a previously unknown observation that pores
are much larger on the border of the electroporated region
than at the poles (Fig. 3 C). This prediction is conﬁrmed
indirectly by the shape of the Vm
u proﬁle measured by Hibino
et al. (44). In Fig. 4 of their article, Vm
u not only ﬂattens at
the poles but with time also develops dips. This shape is
reproduced by the model (Fig. 3 A), but only when the pores
are allowed to grow. Our previous cell models, in which pore
radii were kept constant, could reproduce only very small
dips (24,46).
The model predicts that the pulse creates more but smaller
pores on the hyperpolarized hemisphere and fewer but larger
pores on the depolarized hemisphere. This prediction agrees
with the experiment of Tekle et al. (5), in which small
molecules (ethidium bromide and Ca21) entered predomi-
nantly through the hyperpolarized end, while larger ones
(propidium iodide and ethidium homodimer) entered pre-
dominantly through the depolarized end.
Extent of electroporation
By imaging the uptake of propidium iodide, Gabriel et al. (6)
have shown that the extent of the electroporated cell
membrane increases with the pulse strength, and that the
critical polar angle uc is slightly larger on the hyperpolarized
hemisphere. The model agrees with this observation for ﬁeld
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strengths above 20 kV/m; for weaker ﬁelds, uh is actually
smaller than ud (Fig. 8). This experiment also demonstrates
that cos uc has a linear dependence on 1/E. In the model, the
ﬁt to the straight line is better for uh than for ud (correlation
coefﬁcients are 0.989 and 0.962, respectively).
Some studies have usedEq. 12 for charging of a passive cell
to evaluate which parts of the cell are electroporated (16–19).
The underlying assumption is that wherever Vm
u found from
Eq. 12 exceeds threshold, the membrane will be electro-
porated. As seen in Fig. 8, which shows ud and uh together
with their estimates from Eq. 12, this method overestimates
the extent of electroporation by 20–32%, depending on the
pulse strength. The reason for this discrepancy is that the
creation of pores diminishes the magnitude of Vm
u every-
where on the membrane, not only in the electroporated
regions (Fig. 3 A). Thus, the cell never reaches Vm
u predicted
by Eq. 12, and consequently the extent of electroporation is
smaller.
Distribution of pore radii
An interesting prediction of the model is the existence of two
distinct pore populations, small and large, the former being
more numerous and the latter contributing more to the total
pore area. We are not aware of an experimental study that has
conﬁrmed this prediction. For example, the study of Chang
and Reese, who used rapid-freezing electron microscopy to
visualize the evolution of pores in red blood cells, could
measure only pores with radii above 1 nm, so the small pore
population was not seen (47). Nevertheless, this ﬁnding
may aid in interpretation of experiments involving uptake of
ﬂuorescent molecules. Depending on their sizes, marker
molecules may not permeate pores from both populations. In
particular, DNA uptake was found to be most effective with
weak pulses that exceed threshold only slightly (48–51).
Since neither the number of large pores nor their area
decreases substantially with pulse strength (Fig. 8, B and D),
this ﬁnding can be related to the decrease in the average pore
radius, r (Fig. 8 C). For pulses above 20 kV/m, r levels off
just above 20 nm. Considering that the effective radius of
DNA is 5–9 nm (52), 20 nm pores should allow DNA
permeation but perhaps transport is not as efﬁcient as with
larger pores. Alternatively, transport may be sufﬁciently
effective but long pulses required for the uptake (at least 1 ms
(53,54)) increase the probability of cells dying. Possibly, this
question can be resolved with real-time observations of DNA
uptake (55).
The sizes of large pores measured by Chang and Reese
(47) range from 20 to 120 nm, and this estimate is com-
parable with radii predicted by the model when a weak pulse
of 15 kV/m is used (Fig. 8 C). However, there is an important
difference: in the experiment, the pores were observed 40 ms
after the pulse. The model predicts that by this time, all pores
would have shrunk to the minimum-energy radius of ;0.8
nm (Fig. 5 A). While some researchers consider the pores
observed by Chang and Reese (56) to be hemolysis pores
induced by cell swelling, large electropores growing in the
absence of the induced Vm have been observed in our model
(13,30). This so-called postshock coarsening occurs when
the initial tension of the membrane is high and when a weak
pulse creates a subcritical number of pores.
Postpulse pore shrinkage
As seen in Fig. 5 A, within microseconds after the pulse
termination, all pores shrink to the minimum-energy radius
rm  0.8 nm, where they persist until resealing takes place.
This shrinkage of pores explains the experimental observa-
tion that the permeable state is long-lived for small, but not
large, molecules (54,57,58). It may also underlay the post-
pulse decrease in membrane conductance observed experi-
mentally by Glaser et al. (39).
Fractional pore area and membrane conductance
The huge increase in membrane conductance Gu caused by
creation of pores makes it impossible for the cell to maintain
its negative rest potential and hence the Vm
u on the equator is
very small. Thus, to assure that currents entering and leaving
the cell balance, the conductances of both hemispheres
should be equal, at least approximately. This indeed happens
in the model: distributions of membrane conductances differ
slightly (Fig. 6 B) but the total conductances are nearly equal:
0.468 and 0.455 mS for depolarized and hyperpolarized
hemispheres, respectively. A study of Tekle et al. (59) con-
cludes that the total area of pores at the two hemispheres
could be quite similar even if there is asymmetry in pore
number and their sizes. This conclusion clearly assumes that
the area and conductance of pores are linearly related. In
reality, the relationship between the pore area and conduc-
tance is strongly inﬂuenced by assumptions made in compu-
ting the current through a pore. Equation 5, which accounts
for the decrease of the transpore voltage, predicts that pore
conductance grows slower than linearly with the pore area.
Thus, the model predicts different pore areas on the de-
polarized and hyperpolarized hemispheres (11.7 and 9.9
mm2), even though their total conductances are approxi-
mately equal. The pore areas on the two hemispheres would
be somewhat different if Eq. 5 incorporated interactions
between ions and the pore walls.
It is much harder to reconcile the model’s prediction with
the results of Hibino et al. (44), who have inferred from their
optical measurements of Vm
u that the membrane conductance
Gu is asymmetric: GD exceeds GH by a factor of approxi-
mately two. This asymmetry can be traced to a slow drift of
Vm
u toward more positive values, which leads to depolariza-
tion of a cell. As stated above, this drift is not reproduced
by the model. We have tested two hypotheses regarding its
origin.
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First, the cell may slowly depolarize because the current
ﬂowing through pores changes intracellular concentrations.
To test this hypothesis, we have replaced Eq. 5 for a cur-
rent through a pore by an ion-speciﬁc current composed of
Na1, K1, Cl, and Ca21 ions, and we have allowed
intracellular concentrations of these ions to vary, using the
methods described in our previous publication (46). The
results demonstrate that the change of ionic concentrations
affects the number and size of pores, but has very little effect
on the distribution of either Vm
u or Gu. Most importantly, no
slow depolarization of the cell is observed.
Second, the slow depolarization of a cell and the resulting
asymmetry of Gu may be an artifact of the experiment, such
as dye bleaching or calibration of ﬂuorescence signals. We
have found out that the latter may offer a plausible ex-
planation. Note from Fig. 7 that transmembrane potential on
the cell equator has a small depolarized value, 0.021 V. An
experimenter may easily ignore it and assume that VEm is zero.
Consequently, voltages computed from ﬂuorescence will be
shifted by 0.021 V: the magnitude of Vm
u will be decreased in
the depolarized hemisphere and increased in the hyper-
polarized hemisphere. If the shifted Vm
u is used to compute
membrane conductance, then GD will be 6.13 104 S/m2 and
GH will be 5.43 104 S/m2, i.e., the same type of asymmetry
as reported by Hibino et al. (7,44). However, Hibino et al.
stress that they have not used the assumption that VEm is zero
in processing their ﬂuorescence data.
It is also possible that the slow depolarization of the cell
may be due to factors not included in the model, such as
exchange of charged molecules between the two monolayers
of the membrane (60,61). However, conductivity estimates
inferred from measurements made with voltage-sensitive
dyes can now be independently veriﬁed. Recent develop-
ment of microelectroporation devices has opened up a
possibility of impedance measurements during electropora-
tion of single cells (8). The model indicates that such mea-
surements should be performed during the pulse to avoid
large errors caused by the postpulse shrinking of pores. If
impedance measurements are performed after the pulse with
small, subthreshold pulses, then the measured G will reﬂect
the membrane conductance seen in Fig. 5, which shows a
postpulse Gu that is considerably smaller than Gu during the
pulse.
Stages of electroporation
The stages of electroporation seen in the model closely
resemble the steps of electropermeabilization identiﬁed by
Teissie´ et al. based on experimental observations (56). The
‘‘induction step’’ corresponds to the charging and nucleation
stages of the model, the ‘‘expansion step’’ corresponds to the
pore evolution stage, the ‘‘stabilization step’’ corresponds to
the postpulse shrinkage of pores, and the ‘‘resealing step’’
corresponds to the resealing of small pores described by Eq. 7
(not discussed in this article but demonstrated in our pre-
vious studies (13,24)). The only step not seen in the model is
the ‘‘memory effect’’ that describes changes in the mem-
brane and cell behavior persisting on the timescale of
hours.
While some of the model’s predictions still must be con-
ﬁrmed experimentally, the resemblance between the model’s
‘‘stages’’ and ‘‘steps’’ of electroporation seen in experi-
ments gives us a reason to believe that the single cell model
presented here may be ready to provide theoretical support
for real-life applications. For example, it can be used to
design pulsing protocols. The model’s ability to compute
dynamically the size of pores and their distribution on the
cell surface in response to a pulse of a given strength allows
one to develop and test in silico protocols tailored to speciﬁc
tasks: cell lysis, creation of large pores for DNA uptake or
small pores for drug delivery, minimization of cell stress, etc.
In addition, the model can relate the impedance signal
measured in on-chip single cell electroporation devices to the
underlying stages of the electroporation process. Thus, the
model can provide a rational basis for extracting more infor-
mation from the easily accessible impedance measurements.
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